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Golfers travel to Bangkok in 

search of SEASAC title 

 

 
 

 

 



 
 

 

 

From the Athletic Director 

As the final day of term approaches fast, the sports programme is certainly not slowing               

down! Our Golf and Cross Country teams left for their SEASAC Tournaments on Thursday              

and have already been warmly welcomed by their hosts in both Thailand and Singapore.              

Moreover, The Swim Team are hosting a meet over at The University of Malaysia this               

Saturday and will be racing in a 50m pool in preparation for the ISAC Swim Competition. 

We wish all teams competing this weekend the best of luck. 
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Primary Sports Day Review (Yrs 3-6) 
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That special feeling that only sport can provide was evident in abundance over the last               
four weeks, as our Garden Primary pupils displayed their house colours with pride for              
their respective Sports Days. The atmosphere on each day was electric and the beaming              
smiles on all the children’s faces was a pleasure and a privilege to witness. 
  
The power of sport is a truly unique configuration and with the vibrant mix of cultures                
and denominations which we are so blessed to have here at Garden School, sport              
manages to unify us in a way nothing else can. 
  
Tuesday 1st November was the opening Sports Day of the year for all year 6 pupils. Each                 
class made their way around the field and undercover court competing at seven different              
stations. Our GIS stars ran, jumped and threw all morning in order to obtain their gold,                
silver or bronze ribbons. 
  
Next on the cards was the year 5 sports day on Tuesday 8th November when our pupils                 
battled it out to win house points and ribbons once more. The level of competition on                
show was immense and the support and encouragement from teachers and parents            
ensured that our pupils did their very best in each event in an attempt to obtain a                 
coveted sports day ribbon. 
  
The next two sports day’s were years 4 and 3 on Tuesday 15th and Tuesday 22nd of                 
November respectively. A large crowd of Garden parents were present to capture those             
special sporting moments on camera and see their little stars compete at all the seven               
stations, which challenged their speed, stamina, accuracy and agility. Each child received            
a ribbon or stickers and a participation certificate at the end, which resulted in much               
excitement and glee for all concerned. 
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These fantastic events are a culmination of all the dedication and hard work of the 
Garden PE department and all the other support and teaching staff that kindly volunteer 
their time and efforts to ensure our pupils have a memorable experience. At Garden 
International School we will continue to use sport to transform children’s lives from their 
very first day. We will ensure that quality and equality, inclusion and inspiration are the 
benchmarks by which we conduct ourselves. 
  
My final words of thanks are for our facilities team, year 12 sports leaders, class teachers 
and parents who all helped to make all the sports days a great success. Your support is 
invaluable and very much appreciated and re-enforces our ethos of loving sport for life. 
 
David Collins 
Primary PE 
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U15 Girls lose narrowly in ISAC Football Final 2016 

 
 
The U15A and U15B Girls competed in the ISAC Finals on Tuesday. The U15B came 4th                
overall whilst the U15A girls managed to make it to the final eventually losing out 1-0 to                 
KLASS. It was only two weeks ago the girls competed at the U15 FOBISIA games in                
Manilla. 
 
U15A MoM - Isabel Lee 
U15B MoM - Maya Duckett and Nikita Nitingale. 
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5W are Interclass Year 5 Futsal Champions 2016 

 
 

 Team Played Won Draw Loss Scored Against Average Points 

1st 5W 6 4 2 0 8 3 5 16 

2nd 5S 6 5 0 1 21 2 19 16 

3rd 5K 6 3 1 2 9 10 -1 13 

4th 5P 6 3 0 3 10 12 -2 12 

5th 5G 6 2 1 3 8 8 0 11 

6th 5L 6 2 0 4 8 12 -4 9 

7th 5i 6 0 0 6 1 19 -18 6 
 
 
5W have competed with all of the other classes in their year group in an Interclass Futsal                 
Tournament over the past 3 weeks. Yahia Salah was the top goal scorer of the               
competition with 13 of his teams 21 goals. They faced stiff competition from all of the                
other classes but managed to win due to their superior goal difference. This was despite               
losing to the team in second place (5S) on the final game of the tournament. Well done                 
to all the children involved in year 5 boys Interclass Futsal.  
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It’s more fun in the Philippines- A Student's perspective 
 
A four hour flight later and the GIS contingent for the 2016 U15 Fobisia Games has made                 
it. Manila, Philippines, a first for most Fobisians, but we were definitely welcomed in style.               
After about fifteen minutes of standing in about six different immigration lanes, the             
authorities at the NAIA airport thought it would be a good test our of fitness by sending a                  
large portion of us into a cell where they wanted to check if we were being imported to                  
Manila by human traffickers.  
 
When we finally made it out of the airport and loaded on to the bus, there was a mixed                   
feeling of excitement and tiredness lingering in the air. As the bus made its way into the                 
city, the moods of every single person was lifted by the pure shock and incredulity of how                 
photogenic and picturesque the city of Manila really was. It was about five in the evening                
and the sun was beginning to set, the streetlights kept the city alive and the bustling cars                 
and people really imbued a sense of almost being in New York. It is things like this that                  
makes an event like Fobisia so great. It isn’t just about competing in sports but also the                 
experience that comes with it and is like no other; one the undoubtedly needs to be                
cherished for life.  
 
After the spark of energy and burst of exuberance, we managed to check into the hotel                
and make our way to the rooms. The surprises kept coming, as when myself and Ms.                
Johnson first took a look into my room we didn’t expect it to big as it was and thought                   
that there was mirror just making it seem so.  
 
It is obviously customary that athletes require a healthy diet especially before a major              
competition. Thus, the Dragons squad made it across the street to Pizza Hut that night.               
After demolishing about twenty pizzas of varying sizes and other side dishes, it left us               
wondering if our inner Dragons could even fly anymore the next day.  
 
Well I can safely say that it certainly could. This was quite literal as one of the highlights                  
from the athletics came from our human reincarnation of a pogo stick Harun Knight, who               
jumped over 183cm and clinching the Gold. To put that into perspective, he can basically               
jump over anyone in our team. Whilst Harun was busy jumping, we had Christopher              
Jensen having the time of his life on the track, cruising through the 400m and narrowly                
missing first again straight after in the 200m. Alongside him was Maya Duckett who not               
only came second in the 100m but was part of the girls relay who came 1st in the and                   
not only did they smash their previous personal best but their opponents as well. There               
were also high expectations for Nikita in the 200m and they were duly met as she                
managed to get her hands on the silver medal with a time of 28 seconds. Overall, after a                  
hot and competitive start to the day the GIS Dragons finished third in the athletics.  
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For some their first day came to a close with the athletics finishing, whilst for others with                 
the swimming about to start, so was their day. This was apparent for our Sri Lankan                
national swimmer Revan Senaratne who although already placed third in the 1500m was             
thirsty for more in the pool. He fired up the GIS stand by coming from behind to snatch                  
the gold medal in the 200IM and then he went on to win again in the 100m breaststroke                  
and earned a second place in the 50m breastroke. We also had Joshua Yong and Rapheal                
Menard as major factors that contributed to the boys coming first in the swimming. For               
the girls, Toni Charman, Jasmine Scoble and Carlotta Ceccarelli led the girls side of things               
with massive races and an obscene amount personal bests being broken. With the likes              
of Adira Yahya and Merrisa Wong being added to swim as well the Girls finished fourth.                
The collected scores concluded with GIS yet again finishing third in the Swimming. 
 
Day Two arose and it meant that the boys were on Football duties. Our team consisted of                 
Harun Knight between the sticks, Christopher and Milan or now referred to as the Twin               
Towers in defence, Jun Ida and Jiang Rong on either wing, myself holding down the               
midfield and Ali Masoudi aka Super Strika terrorizing the defence. Mr Collins who took              
over from Mr Bygroves, had quality options on the bench, ranging from a more              
sophisticated pair of defenders if he wished in Viktor Frantzen and Yan Yu Saw. He also                
had Enrique Barrera who could come on in midfield if needed and Raphael Menard who               
is a good winger if he remembers that he’s not in a rugby match. After managing to                 
salvage a 1-1 draw in our opening match against the hosts, British School Manila we               
moved on to our next game against Alice Smith in hopes of improving our performance.               
Two early goals gave us a 2-1 win over our local rivals and a much needed confidence                 
boost. This proved true as we won our next three games 4-0, 5-0, and 4-1 against TES, JIS                  
and KLT respectively. This left us with our final game, one that could confirm a place in                 
the top 2. Our game against NAIS was slow and both teams lacked the energy that they                 
had at the start of the day. However, I kid you not, in the dying seconds of the game a                    
strike from all the way in defence from Yan Yu saw the ball bounce right in front of the                   
keeper and between his legs ending the game 1-0 to GIS. A draw between BSM and                
KLASS meant that Garden were reigning U15 boys Football Champions for two years in a               
row.  
 
The girls faced a well trained KLT team in their opening match and unfortunately lost               
17-6. Straight after a tough start, the girls were tasked with playing NAIS and although               
lost again. However they felt momentum beginning to build with an increase in             
confidence and decision making. The girls made their first breakthrough with a 9-9 draw              
against an evenly matched BSM Ballers. Unfortunately the girls were due to play a very               
loud and physical TES team next. With both teams having played solid defence, it was               
hapless for the girls to walk out with a 10-5 loss. In the opinion of Qadira the game                  
against BSM was where the girls really started to express their true basketball potential.              
Bearing in mind that the BSM girls would go on to win the tournament, the GIS girls                 
played fantastically well keeping the amount of shots taken low and the scoreline tight              
right up to the end where they unfortunately lost 14-6. This newly found confidence              
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helped the girls reach another achievement in their final game against KLASS where they              
managed to put double digits on the board. However, they lost to a tough Alice Smith                
team 26-13. Ultimately, it didn’t matter where the girls ended up, because anyone’s             
biggest opponent is always themselves and it was evident that there were massive             
amounts of progress and improvement that had been made over the course of the              
tournament. This is most notable with Merisa as she managed to not pick up as many                
fouls as the girls expected.  
 
Day Three has finally dawned and there was a sense of nostalgia for the year 10’s as this                  
was their last Fobisia. All that had to be put aside as there a job still to be completed. The                    
boys were lucky in the sense that we had basketballers who had patiently waited until               
the last day to get their piece of the action. This included the likes of Siddarth, Yi Xuan,                  
Chan Woo, Seung Won and Charles. However, the basketball team would be completed             
with Ali, Harun, Yan Yu, Jun Ida, Enrique and Myself. The boys got off to a bright start                  
with a 33-14 win over KLT, with dangerous drives from Yi Xuan and Seung Won as well as                  
some vital buckets from inside the paint by Harun. Our run of good form continued with                
a game straight after against NAIS where the power moves from Chan Woo and efficient               
rebounding from Charles led us to a 34-3 win. Hoping to go into lunch with a three game                  
win streak, Nifty handling from Yan Yu and Yi Xuan’s experience on the court led the boys                 
to a massive win over JIS ( no clue what the score was ). We knew our hardest game was                    
to come against TES, this was after they tried setting screens in football the day before.                
After a hard fought game, the GIS boys were unfortunate to lose 43-23. Despite this and                
with a point to prove, we went in against BSM looking for nothing short of a win. With                  
clutch circus shots from Ali and determined drives from Seung Won led to a nail biting                
14-12 win over the hosts. Our final game couldn’t have been more fitting, but against               
Alice Smith. With the drive that it was our last ever participation in the Fobisia games,                
bossing plays from Siddarth at centre and overall fantastic team cohesion led to a 16-10               
win and a solid second place.  
 
The girls had a rough start to the day with competitive games against both BSM and                
KLASS and losing both the games 1-0. To prove how well the girls played, when asked to                 
describe how the goals were conceded, team captain Ashley Chee commented ‘ we were              
playing so well, but some girl came out of nowhere and scored’. However, things took a                
turn for the better with two wins over TES and BSM ballers to counteract the losses. With                 
goals that were hammered in from Gaya and Kristina and great positioning from Maya              
led to a 2-0 and 2-1 wins. The fatigue was really was really starting the hit the girls and                   
after a hardfought match, it was unjust scoreline against KLT at 0-0. The day              
unfortunately ended in similar fashion to the way it started with a 3-0 loss agaisnt NAIS.                
There were fantastic performances from the girls which included the magical feet and             
vision of Qadira and the fierce and brave defending from Kunda. Qadira also had              
something to say about Merrisa when it came to her goal keeping and how she managed                
to save them from ‘conceding 948399229 more goals’ than they actually did. The girls              
managed to come away with a 5th place and a very proud Mr. Collins.  
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With that, the Fobisia Games came to a close. Three competitive, gruelling and emotional              
days of physical activities… done. I remembered on the day we arrived we were given a                
goodie bag and inside contained a shirt that read ‘ It’s more fun in the Philippines’.                
Nobody gave it much thought at first, but as the myriad of unforgettable experiences,              
friendships and memories began to develop, it made us take a step back from reality to                
appreciate, revere and be mindful towards an indescribable opportunity which no one            
can really describe but only feel. Part of this has to do with the brilliant organisation from                 
the BSM team and how efficient and fluent the three days went. I have never felt more                 
safe in a city with as high of a crime rate as Manila, the food was genuinely restaurant                  
quality and sometimes better than what I get served at home ( please don’t kill me mom                 
<3) and staff at hand were so helpful and kind. On behalf of the whole Fobisia team, we                  
would like to say a massive thank you to all the GIS staff for supporting us, waking up at                   
early hours and leaving late after school to train us and keeping us in check throughout                
the whole trip. 
 
Bryan Soo  

 
 

 
 

Bryan Soo was an integral part of the Gold Medal Winning Football Team at this year's 
FOBISIA Games hosted by British School, Manila. 
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GIS Sport Social Media 

 

 

Follow us @GISDragons and get the latest match day updates on hashtag 

#GISdragonsupdate 

 

Join our private Facebook Group to get updates about secondary students 

training fixtures, fixtures and other important information. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/201978329836813/ 

Get all information about the GIS Programme  

https://gisdragonskl.com/ 
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